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ABSTRACT
The objective of this study is to select the optimum
ceramic material for a new engine regenerator. The
regenerator will be designed for operation at two working
temperatures/ a compressed air temperature of about 250 C
and an exhaust gas temperature of about 1100 C. Candidate
ceramic materials considered were of two types: (1) ceramic
materials analyzed for operating temperatures up to 1200 C,
and (2) ceramic materials analyzed for operating
temperatures between 1200 C and 1400 C. A figure of merit
(FOM) rating scheme was utilized to determine the most
suitable ceramic material for the regenerator in terms of
mechanical/ thermal/ fabricability and cost parameters.
Also/ an analysis was performed to determine the most
appropriate regenerator passage geometry on an
aero-thermodynamic basis.
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With the current and projected energy conservation
requirements/ the use of heat exchangers or regenerators
to recover waste heat is growing in importance. A good
possible material for the regenerator is a ceramic based
material. This is the situation currently faced by the
gas turbine industry. The progress of the gas turbine
engine has been consistently delayed by the lack of good
high temperature stable materials. Even in the early
days of the jet engine/ the lack of appropriate metal
alloys was an important obstacle. Today/ the availability
of a number of metal superalloys enables the gas -inlet
temperatures to reach temperatures of 980 to 1040 C.
Even at this temperature level/ however/ the overall fuel
air ratio is lean and therefore/ from a combustion aspect/
there is considerable potential for a further increase in
the turbine inlet temperature. In the aircraft industry/
as a means of increasing turbine inlet temperature/ air
cooling techniques for both stationary and rotating high
temperature components are under current development and
experimental engines have been operated with turbine inlet
temperatures in excess of 1650 C. These techniques
however/ do not rely on a material solution/ but rather on
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directing cooling air on critical high temperature parts.
The application of air cooling techniques to small gas
turbines is greatly complicated by the small size of the
components/ and/ the possibility of employing uncooled
ceramics in place of air cooled metals becomes a very
attractive prospect/ from the point of view of engine
efficiency (fuel savings)/ size and cost.
In view of their potential/ the gas turbine industry
is currently investigating the application of ceramics to
the gas turbine engine at a number of laboratories. The
relatively higher melting points/ lower densities/
superior oxidation and thermal shock resistance/ and
mechanical strength enhance the overall attractiveness of
ceramic materials as components (such as the regenerator)
in the gas turbine engine.
In a similar manner/ it is the ability of ceramic
components to operate at higher temperatures which allows
for the design and operation of an adiabatic (zero heat
transfer) diesel engine. Adiabatic diesel engines
currently use ceramic materials for the following engine
parts
:
1. Insulated piston cap.
2. Insulated "hot plate" for the cylinder head.
3. Insulated cylinder liner.
4. Insulated exhaust parts.





With no heat transfer requirement/ adiabatic diesel
engines have eliminated the requirement for the radiator
fan, water pump/ water and associated metal in the block
needed only for the cooling water/ thus yielding a major
weight and cost savings. All of the power previously
wasted by parasitic losses is now available as horsepower/
therby decreasing the specific fuel consumption (SFC) of
the diesel engine. The elimination of the entire water
cooling system will significantly reduce maintenance and
repair costs over the life cycle of the engine. A
completely insulated engine with components made of glass
ceramics will reduce heat rejection by approximately 80
percent and much of this energy can be recovered by the
use of turbo-compounding.
Therefore/ for both gas turbine and adiabatic diesel
engines/ ceramic components are being utilized to improve
SFC/ which in turn improves engine efficiency by causing
an increase in engine peak temperatures. Figure 1.1
illustrates this tendency for gas turbine engines.
However/ though Figure 1.1 details this conclusion for gas
turbine engines/ the analogy can be extended to adiabatic
diesel engines and a new cycle design being developed in
the Ocean Engineering Department at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology.
The new cycle has two working cylinders/ one for
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has a double-speed compression cylinder design with two
expansion cylinders. Preliminary calculations of the
expansion/combustion stroke and exhaust stroke of the new
cycle produce pressure-volume and temperature-volume
diagrams as illustrated in Figures 1.2 and 1.3. To
improve engine efficiency/ a stationary regenerator/
designed to recover heat from the exhaust gases of the new
cycle and preheat the compressed air entering the
expansion/combustion cylinder/ is conceptualized to be
located between and above the expansion and compresson
cylinders. Figures 1.4 and 1.5 provide a schematic of the
regenerator placement in the new cycle engine design.
The service limit of metallic regenerators is
approximately 850-900 C in clean environments with little
or no corrosive gases in the exhaust gas stream. As
detailed in Figure 1.3/ the exhaust gas temperatures of
the new engine are of the order of 1050-1100 C and due to
the inherent contaminants in diesel fuel/ the exhaust
gases will be too corrosive for metal regenerators. It
appears therefore/ that a suitable material for the
regenerator of this new engine is a high temperature
capable ceramic material.
However/ do high temperature ceramic materials have
the potential to replace superalloys? By comparing basic
properties of some selected superalloy metals used for


























































FIGURE 1.5: REGENERATOR ARRANGEMENT
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materials/ the following observations can be made directly
from this comparison:
Metal melting point < Ceramic melting point
Metal thermal conductivity > Ceramic thermal
conductivity
Metal expansion > Ceramic expansion
Metal density > Ceramic density
As detailed later/ the above properties of ceramic
materials are all desired qualities of the new cycle
regenerator.
Table 1.1 indicates qualitatively the corrosion
resistance data of several ceamic materials and
representative supera Hoys. In general/ the ceramic
materials with the exception of graphite exhibited better
corrosion resistance than the superalloys at typical
engine operating conditions. Figure 1.6 compares raw
material costs of superalloys and ceramics. The general
observation is that ceramic materials cost much less than
superalloys and therefore/ if used for a high-temperature
regenerator/ ceramic materials would effect dramatic raw
material cost savings.
In light of the above advantages of ceramics to
superalloys/ the following areas of research were
conducted: (1) determine candidate ceramic materials and
their properties for the regenerator of the new cycle
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the ceramic regenerator; (3) passage geometry design of
the regenerator matrix; and (4) cost analysis of






Numerous investigators have described the important
design requirements of the material used in fabricating a
regenerator for gas turbines and industrial regenerators
and air preheaters (1/ 2, 3, 4, 5, 6). Though each
investigator may emphasize one particular parameter of the
ceramic material to be most important/ the following list
is a summation of the accepted desirable parameters of a
regenerator ceramic material.
1. Strength at the working temperatures (both the
compressed air temperature and exhaust gas
temperature )
.
2. Corrosion resistance at the working temperatures.
3. Thermal shock resistant.
4. Low thermal conductivity.
5. Material's ability to be fabricated to desired
shape and design.
6. Economically competitive with existing regenera-
tor materials.
All of these parameters however/ are not of equal
importance in the design of the regenerator for the new
cycle. To assist in selecting the most desirable ceramic
material that best meets all of the parameters previously
mentioned, each ceramic material was analyzed using a
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figure of merit scheme. Table 2.1 lists the weighting
factors for each of the ceramic materials analyzed for
operating temperatures up to 1200 C.
It is noteworthy to mention that the literature
search conducted clearly established two distinct
temperature groups of ceramics that were of interest to
investigators as possible structural components such as a
regenerator. One temperature group includes ceramics
which experimentally performed well up to approximately
1200 C and the other temperature group includes ceramics
which performed reasonably well up to about 1400 C. In
light of the above and because of the expected tendency
for exhaust temperatures to continually increase to
improve engine efficiency/ the selection of two candidate
ceramic materials was performed. One satisfying the
temperature regime up to 1200 (the ceramic material
recommended for the new engine)/ the other satisfying the
temperature regime from 1200 C to 1400 C (the ceramic
material recommended to meet the requirements of future/
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CERAMIC MATERIALS ANALYZED FOR OPERATING
TEMPERATURES UP TO 1200°C
3.1 Introduction
As previously mentioned/ two distinct temperature
groups of ceramics consistently appeared in the literature
as possible regenerator materials. The ceramic materials
that recurred continually in the discussion as candidate
regenerator materials for gas temperatures up to 1200 C
were magnesium aluminum silicate (MAS)/ lithium aluminum
silicate (LAS)/ and aluminum silicate (AS). (3/ 4, 7, 8,
9, 10, 11/ 12/ 13/ 14).
3.2 LAS/ AS and MAS
The initial material selected for development (by the
Corning Glass Works and Owens-Illinois) was LAS because of
its near-zero coefficient of thermal expansion («*) and the
resulting extremely good thermal shock resistance.
Thermally/ LAS worked fine/ but a corrosion problem was
identified during engine testing (4). Apparently/ alkali
lithuim ions Li react readily with hydrogen ions H from
the sulfuric acid in the engine exhaust and/or with sodium
ions Na found in the marine environment and exhaust
gases. This ion exchange affected the regenerator
+ + .
structurally since Na and H ions are of different ionic
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sizes compared to the replaced Li ion. The larger Na
ion caused the structure to expand and coupled with the
large regenerator surface area available for their
reaction/ this increased the matrix bulk volume of the
regenerator. On the other hand/ the smaller H ion caused
a corresponding contraction of the matrix bulk volume.
Data from reference (4) indicate that prolonged exposure
to dilute sulfuric acid solutions lead to material
expansion followed by contraction which ultimately lead to
microcracking of the regenerator matrix.
Work at Corning Glass/ the manufacturer of the LAS
core material/ resulted in a procedure to remove the
lithium oxide from LAS by leaching in hot sulfuric acid
the LAS honeycomb regenerator matrix. The resulting AS
material had acceptable thermal expansion properties and
did not distort or crack in the engine under normal
operating conditions.
MAS was developed and selected as a possible
regenerator material because this compound combines
relatively low thermal expansion with relatively good high
temperature parameters.
3.3 Thermal Stability Comparison of LAS/ AS and MAS
To analyze the capabilities of each of these
regenerator materials/ the Ford Motor Company/ in
association with the Department of Energy and the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration/ undertook the task
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of testing these regenerator materials under normal gas
turbine engine operating conditions. The results indicate
clearly the superiority of the MAS regenerator matrix to
both the AS and LAS matrices in gaseous environments
containing sulfur and sodium by-products. Figures 3.1 and
3.2 illustrate that both MAS and LAS materials are
practically immune to sulfuric acid attack at 315°C and
800 C, respectively. Tests conducted under sodium
chloride contaminated exhaust gases resulted in AS and LAS
undergoing significant changes in size as a result of 150
hours of exposure to accelerated corrosion testing. See
Figures 3.3 and 3.4. The reasons for the AS and LAS
matrices performing poorly under these test conditions is
because when the lithium ion of these materials is
replaced/ this exchange results in a "stuffing" of the
crystalline lattice due to the size disparity between Na
and Li ions. This resultant ionic displacement creates a
lattice deformed by residual strain/ thereby changing the
reaction of the unit cell to changes in temperature. The
degree of change varies with the magnitude of the ion
exchange/ as evidenced by the more pronounced change
observed in the LAS material compared to the AS material.
The MAS regenerators on the other hand are impervious
to ion exchange and proved practically immune to the
corrosion attack under normal engine operating conditions
as evidenced by Figures 3.5, 3.6/ and 3.7. For these
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FIGURE 3.5: MAS #1 THERMAL EXPANSION BEFORE


















FIGURE 3.6: MAS #2 THERMAL EXPANSION BEFORE

















FIGURE 3.7: MAS #3 THERMAL EXPANSION BEFORE




materials for their corrosive characteristics are given in
Table 2.1.
Thermal stability data from references (4) and (15)
clearly establish that the cordierite type MAS material
regenerator offers the best potential for 1200 C
application. The dimensional change (Table 3.1) and
thermal expansion characteristics (Table 3.2) compared all
three material types in sodium environments from
1000°-1200°C. It is immediately apparent that the AS
material undergoes unstable shrinking and undergoes
extreme sodium corrosion at temperatures above 1000 C. In
fact/ the drastic changes in dimensions and thermal
expansion characteristics of the AS material terminated
the testing at temperatures higher than 1000 C prior to
the 1008 hour objective of testing (4).
The LAS material fared better than the AS material
throughout the temperature range of 1000 -1200 C, however,
the presence of sodium had a significant effect on the
dimensional change of LAS. The LAS material expanded
beyond the acceptable limits of 450 to 600 ppm (this
limit was established by the Ford Motor Company Research
staff (4)) in all three temperature steps. The thermal
expansion data of LAS indicate that it is more stable than
MAS or AS in both the sodium free and sodium contaminated
environments.
The MAS material throughout the temperature excursion
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dimensional change. The MAS material not only proved
impervious to the presence of sodium, but also had the
smallest absolute values for dimensional change. Though
MAS did not have the smallest thermal expansion data, the
presence of sodium had the slightest effect on the thermal
expansion of MAS compared to LAS and AS. The data of
Tables 3.1 and 3.2 establish the guidelines for the
relative ratings of the three materials for the strength
at working temperature parameter of Table 2.1.
3.4 Thermal Shock Resistance Comparison of LAS, AS and MAS
Thermal shock resistance comparisons between the
three ceramic materials is a measure of the materials
ability to resist fracture or the propagation of cracks
due to the thermal stresses that occur in a component
(regenerator matrix) as a result of exposure to a
temperature difference between the surface and interior or
between various regions of the regenerator matrix.
Table 3.3 lists the various thermal shock resistance
parameters currently utilized in analyzing the ability of
ceramics to resist thermal shock. It is noteworthy that
the effects of E, Young's modulus, aflexual strength, v,
Poisson's ratio are opposite for crack initiation versus
crack propagation. Low E and v with high a provide high
resistance to propagation of existing cracks, while high
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The procedure/ therefore, when selecting a ceramic
material for an application where thermal shock is
expected to be a problem/ is to calculate the appropriate
thermal shock parameter for the various candidate
materials and determine which material best suits the
application. In the new engine cycle/ the regenerator is
expected to experience steady heat flux throughout the
normal operating regime. Therefore/ both the R and R'
parameters are important. Table 3.4 summarizes the
calculation of R and R' using typical material properties
for each of the three candidate ceramic materials.
The MAS material is by far the most thermal shock
resistant/ due entirely to its very low value of modulus
of elasticity/ E. The LAS material also illustrates good
thermal shock resistance/ having R and R' values about
half that of the MAS material/ but twice that of the AS
material. The thermal shock resistance of the LAS
material is due solely to its very low thermal expansion
coefficient/ a. For these reasons/ the figure of merit
ratings are given in Table 2.1.
Increasingly/ the effort of regenerator manufacturers
toward higher engine efficiencies has resulted in a trend
toward thinner wall regenerator matrices. However/ as the
wall thickness decreases/ how are the R and R' parameters
affected? Reduction of wall thickness from 0.160 mm to
0.083 mm resulted in a 10 percent reduction in fracture














































































area (14). However, the constant values of strain
tolerance a /E and linear coefficient of thermal expansion
for the two wall thickness indicates that variations in
wall thickness for the LAS, AS and MAS matrices/ do not
affect the thermal shock resistant prameters R and R'. In
general/ therefore when designing for thinner walled
ceramic regenerators/ since the strain tolerance does not
appear to be affected by wall thickness/ consideration
should be given to lower linear coefficient of thermal
expansion and higher fracture strength. This is exactly
what makes the MAS material an attractive regenerator
material with respect to the thermal shock parameters
described in Table 3.4.
3.5 Thermal Conductivity Comparison of LAS, AS and MAS
A desirable parameter of the regenerator is to have a
low thermal conductivity value to reduce heat conductive
losses in the matrix. To understand/ however/ how heat
conduction takes place in solids is no easy task.
There are two processes by which heat conduction
takes place in solids. Energy can be transferred by
coupling between lattice vibrations or by electronic
movement and collisions with atoms. For dielectric
materials/ such as ceramics/ electrons are not free to
move through the structure in appreciable concentrations/
and heat is mainly transferred by lattice vibrations. The
mechanisms whereby these thermal waves are scattered are
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reasonably well understood in a qualitative way, but more
detailed analyses become quite difficult and there is
still a good deal of confusion about the subject (16, 17,
18).
The description of thermal conduction is simplified
if it is assumed that the excess energy is dissipated out
of a normal mode in an exponential manner, using the
concept of a relaxation time for that mode. Thermal
conductivity can be described as
K = I c.t. (v.)
j 3 3 3
(3.1)
where the sum is over all modes j, c. is the specific heat




group velocity. Since the number of modes j is so large,
the frequency spectrum can be taken as continuous without
an appreciable error and the sum can be replaced by an
integral. If the modes have an isotropic frequency
distribution, that is, if the value of their group
velocity is the same regardless of its direction, the
equation for k reduces to
* -* I c
.
I
. v . n . dw
.
1111 l (3.2)
where Jl . is the mean relaxation length defined as t.v. and
l ii
n. as the density of modes. The subscript i refers to one
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of the three polarization branches of the acoustical
modes.
At low temperatures/ low predominant lattice frequen-
-4
cies result and a point defect scatters as W . Also, at
low temperatures, the group velocity is essentially a




, x ..2(e -1)
I dx (3.3)
If/ only point defect scattering were of importance/
4 4
JL = Bjlx T where B is proportional to the average distance
between defects (i.e./ inversely dependent on defect
concentrations). However/ if this expression for is
substituted into equation (3.3)/ the integral diverges due
to the very low frequency modes not being sufficiently
pertrubed by the defect interactions. To circumvent this
problem/ Kelmens concluded that interaction processes
between normal modes are very important at low
temperatures/ and these processs cause the following
effects (17):
1. Longitudinal modes are very efficiently coupled
to transverse modes of the same frequency.
2. Transverse modes with W < KT/h are very
efficiently coupled to transverse modes with
W ^ KT/h where T is the temperautre, K is the
Boltzmann constant and h Planck's constant.
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These effects imply that when any longitudinal mode
contains an excess amount of energy/ it will almost
immediately dump it into a transverse mode; similarly, any
low-frequency transverse mode will immediately give its
energy to the higher frequency modes which exist in
thermal equilibrium at the given temperature. Thus, only
transverse mode of frequencies above that for thermal
equilibrium need be considered as far as scattering
processes are concerned. Thus, equation (3.3) can be
written as
^ 3
P- C & dx + x 4 e*£(x) dx l (3.(ex-l) 2 J 4)
where the first integral describes point defect scattering
and the second integral boundary scattering. Substitution
of the point defect relaxation lengths into equation (3.4)
does not cause the integrals to diverge and equation (3.4)
is simply the addition of resistivities if only point
defect scattering and boundary scattering are important.
-3
Here, the boundary resistivity is proportional to T and
the defect resistivity to T with a resulting minimum in
the resistivity curve versus temperature.
At high temperatures, essentially the same problems
are encountered as in the low-temperature, defect
scattering problem. For the longitudinal modes,
phonon-phonon scattering which preserves momentum can take
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place only with transverse waves of about the same
frequency/ and the probability for this happening is
-4
proportional to W . This scattering law leads to a
divergent conductivity unless the low-energy longitudinal
phonons are blocked by some auxiliary mechanism such as
boundary scattering. At high temperatures/ the effects of
longitudinal waves cannot be neglected as in the low
temperature case/ and Pomeranchuk introduced 4-phonon
collisions in an attempt to keep the conductivity finite.
This removes the condition that longitudinal waves must
interact only with transverse waves of the same frequency
and avoids the divergence. Such a mechanism adds another
factor of T to the temperature dependence. Therefore/ for
high temperature lattice thermal conductivity/ k has a
2temperature dependence between 1/T and 1/T .
Interestingly/ the same conclusion for the behavior
of thermal conductivity as a function of temperature is
reached by the simple relationship
k a cvX (3.5)
for temperatures above the Debye temperature where c is
*
(the Debye temperature/ 9 / arising in the
computation of the Debye specific heat K» = hv' where K is
the Boltzmann's constant/ h is Planck's constant/ and ^ is
the Debye frequency (maximum allowable frequency) in the
computation of the Debye specific heat. The Debye




the heat capacity/ v the mean phonon speed and X the
mean free path . The heat capacity c approaches a constant
with increasing temperature while the mean phonon speed
remains relatively constant for all values of
temperatures. Since it has been found that the mean free





Figure 3.8 illustrates experimental thermal conductivity
for a number of materials indicating that this behavior is
approximately followed.
Table 3.4 lists the thermal conductivity values for
AS/ LAS and MAS at 1200 C and the subsequent rating and
figure of merit values for the three ceramic materials.
3.6 Fabricability of LAS, AS and MAS
Due to the importance and variety of fabrication •
processes available in industry to produce the ceramic
regenerator/ the fabrication details of the selected
ceramic materials will be discussed separately in Chapter
5. It is sufficient to say at this point that the details
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FIGURE 3.8: THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF VARIOUS MATERIALS
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MAS regenerator matrices are minute and the scaling
factors for the figure of merit scheme are equal as noted
in Table 2.1.
3.7 Cost Comparison of LAS/ AS and MAS
Cost comparisons between the three ceramic materials
AS/ LAS and MAS have been conducted by a few researchers
(8/ 15/ 18). A 30 to 40 percent cost savings over AS can
be realized if a MAS material is used for regenerator
fabrication rather than an AS material. The AS material
is more expensive because glass frit/ the raw material of
AS cost more than does raw mineral/ the raw material of
MAS. AS also cost more to produce than MAS due to the
leaching requirement AS undergoes from an LAS based
material and because the AS matrix requires retiring after
the leaching process. The LAS material has essentially
the same cost values as MAS. A qualitative argument can
be made supporting the tendency of the MAS material to be
less expensive than LAS because the primary raw material
of MAS/ magnesium/ is much more abundant in the earth's
crust than the primary raw material of LAS, lithium. See
Figure 3.9.
From the discussion of this chapter and the results
of Table 2.1/ it becomes apparent that the ceramic
material selected for the lower temperature range is
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FIGURE 3.9: ABUNDANCE OF ELEMENTS IN THE EARTH'S CRUST
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advantages that MAS has over the other two ceramic
materials is strength at the working temperatures/
corrosion resistance/ and cost. These three advantages
far out weigh MAS disadvantages in its thermal shock and
thermal conductivity characteristics. It is reassuring to
know that the literature frequently cited the large amount
of interest researchers have in the capabilities and




CERAMIC MATERIALS ANALYZED FOR OPERATION BETWEEN
1200°C-1400°C
4.1 Introduction
Silicon nitride (Si-N.) and silicon carbide (SiC)
based ceramics are being extensively studied for use as
structural materials in gas turbine and adiabatic diesel
engine components. Si^N. is considered an ideal material
for such applications due to its high strength/ thermal
shock resistance/ chemical stability and excellent creep
resistance. SiC likewise is an attractive candidate due
to its ability to be fabricated into intricate shapes
while still maintaining excellent high temperature
strength and chemical and corrosion resistance.
However/ both Si-N4 and SiC are fabricated and
produced utilizing many different processes which in turn
greatly influence the properties of the ceramic material.
It became apparent from the multitude of silicon nitride
and silicon carbide based ceramics/ that only a handful of
these ceramics had the ability to be fabricated into the
intricate honeycomb regenerator matrix envisioned for the
new cycle engine while still maintaining and/or providing




With this perspective, only sintered and reaction
bonded SiC and Si 3N4 were analyzed. Reaction bonded Si,N.
and SiC (RBSN and RBSC respectively) have been developed
largely to obtain a readily formable (little machining
required), low cost material (22, 23). RBSN and RBSC
usually maintain their strength to 1400°C but exhibit
absolute strengths less than sintered Si,N4 and SiC. RBSN
is at least 10 percent porous, resulting in oxidation
properties being less desirable than sintered Si^N. and
SiC.
Sintered Si-N. and SiC are rather recent developments
(24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34). Their
interest of late is due to the success in producing
sintered Si-N4 and SiC of at least 95 percent of the
theoretica'l density. This increase in density results in
a decrease in porosity and subsequent improved strength
and oxidation resistance at normal operating engine
temperatures
.
Due to the much better strength and oxidation
properties of sinterd SiC and Si-N. compared to reaction
bonded SiC and Si-N4 , only sintered SiC and Si^N. will be
analyzed as possible ceramic materials for the operating
temperature range of 1200°-1400°C
.
4.2 Sintering Process
It is convenient at this point to present some
background knowledge of sintering. Sintering is
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essentially a removal of the pores between the starting
particles (accompanied by shrinkage of the component)/
combined with growth together and strong bonding between
adjacent particles. The following criteria must be met
before sintering can occur:
1. A mechanism for material transport must be
present.
2. A source of energy to activate and sustain this
material transport must be present.
The primary mechanisms for transport are diffusion
and viscous flow. Heat is the primary source of energy/
in conjunction with energy gradients due to particle-
particle contact and surface tension. Sintering can occur
by a variety of mechanisms/ as summarized in Table 4.1.
SiC and Si_N. involve solid-state sintering requiring
material transport by diffusion. Diffusion consists of
movement of atoms or vacancies along a surface or given
boundary or through the volume of the material. Surface
diffusion/ like vapor-phase transport does not result in
shrinkage. Volume diffusion/ whether along grain
boundaries or through lattice dislocation/ does result in
shrinkage/ as illustrated in Figure 4.1.
Much of the early work on sintering demonstrated that
for a constant sintering time/ the density of the piece
increases as the sintering temperature is raised. The
terms sintering temperature or recrystallization tempera-
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which shrinkage proceeds to the desired extent in the
heating time selected. In general, the solid-state
reactions proceed continuously at all temperatures and the
only effect of increasing the temperature is to increase
the rate.
Figure 4.2 taken from reference (3) shows the typical
behavior of a powder compact upon heating. At any
temperature, the initial shrinkage rate of the compact is
high, and it decreases with time. At long times, the
density appears to approach a limiting value. As the
temperature is increased, the shrinkage rate increases and
the ultimate density appears to increase. It is now
constructive to plot the data on a logarithmic rather than
an arithmetic scale. This is done in Figure 4.3. It is
apparent from the examination of Figures 4.2 and 4.3, that
the control of the temperature and the particle size are
extremely important, but that the control of time is less
important.
In the early stages of sintering, the plot of Log
(AL/L ) or its equivalent versus Log (time) is nearly a
straight line. Thus the sintering law can be expressed
empirically by the relationship
AL/L = ktn (4.1)
o
where k is a temperature-dependent proportionality























FIGURE 4.3: SINTERING RATE AS A FUNCTION OF
LOGARITHMIC TEMPERATURE AND TIME
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ranging between 0.4 and 0.5. Obviously, this equation
does not apply at Log (time) because shrinkage will stop
when the theoretical density is reached, if not before.
The sintering process will be described utilizing the
development presented in reference (53). It is convenient
to think in terms of the sintering together of two single
crystal spheres as shown in Figure 4.4. In this
illustration, r is the radius of the individual spheres, x
the radius of the circular area of contact between the
spheres, y is the difference between r and half the
distance between the sphere centers, and P the radius of
curvature of the lenticular contact between the spheres.
2
By assuming, y = x /2r, the area of the cylindrical
surface between the spheres is about
A = (2y)(27Tx) = 2irx 3/r (4.2)
The radius of curvature of the cylindrical surface is
p = 6 = x
2/2r (4.3)





The model of the process assumed will be that
vacancies diffuse from under the surface of curvature p to
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FIGURE 4.4: MODEL FOR SINTERING PROCESS
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the grain boundary between the spheres to produce a
shrinkage so that the centers of the spheres move





dt- A 7" D < 4 - 5 >
where Ac is the concentration for vacancies between the
grain boundary and the lenticular surface. The assumption
that the diffusion distance is about equal to p is made.
D' is the diffusion coefficient for vacancies.




where C is the equilibrium concentration of vacancies in
the lattice given by
C = e
"Q/RT (4.7)
D = D'e-Q/RT (4.8)
where D is the self-diffusion coefficient of atoms.















since x = at t = .
The fractional shrinkage is
AL Y x 4
L
~
r o 2o 2r
(4.11)










which shows that the fractional shrinkage is proportional
to the 2/5 power of time.
A similar relationship to equation (4.12) was derived










where •=— is the fractional shrinkage/ y the surface
Xj
° 3 *
energy/ a the atomic volume of diffusing vacancy/ D the
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self diffusion coefficient, k the Boltzmann's constant, T
the temperature, r the particle radius and t is the time.
Extending this model of two spheres in contact to the
situation when a number of spheres or particles are packed
together to make an aggregate for sintering will be done.
When a number of particles are packed together, voids will
be left where fitting is imperfect. These voids are, of
course, the pores, and they are the counterpart of the
lenticular contacts of radius p . All these pores are
initially joined by grain boundaries, just as the
lenticular areas are joined by a grain boundary in Figure
4.4. Thus, equation (4.12), for the shrinkage, or the
rate of approach of the two spheres, should apply equally
well to the shrinkage of a powder compact. This is indeed
the .case as can be seen by comparing equation (4.12) and
equation (4.1), which was empirically developed.
It must be emphasized that the shrinkage law
presented in equation (4.1) will hold only if all pores
are connected by grain boundaries. This situation will
always occur during the early stages of sintering, because
the pores are formed by the lack of fit of separate
particles. However, in the latter stages of sintering,
some grain growth may occur, as a result, the diffusion
distance for vacancies, the distance pores must diffuse to




Since pores far removed from boundaries can disappear
only with difficulty, it is important that the phenomenon
of grain growth/ and the factors that control the mobility
and position of grain boundaries in a polycrystalline
,
porous material be understood.
From a large variety of observations it has been well
established that the driving force for grain growth is the
surface tension of the grain boundaries. Grains have
various number of sides, and because of this, it is
necessary that most of the grain boundaries be curved.
Grains having six sides can have straight boundaries and
meet the requirement that all boundaries meet at 120°.
Grains having fewer than six sides will have boundaries
which are concave when observed outward from the center of
the grain. Most of the boundaries of grains having more
than six sides will be convex when observed outward from
the center of the grain, as illustrated in Figure 4.5. In
their attempt to decrease their total area, boundaries
will move toward their centers of curvature. Thus, grains
having more than six sides will grow smaller.
Researchers have determined that the rate at which a
boundary will move is inversely proportional to the radius
of curvature of the boundary. Therefore, on the average,
the rate at which a grain will grow will be inversely








FIGURE 4.5: SCHEMATIC DRAWING OF
POLYCRYSTALLINE SPECIMEN
(ARROWS INDICATE DIRECTIONS




growth will occur in a polycrystalline aggregate will be
inversely proportional to the average diameter of the
grains that are present.









= kt '* (4.15)
where D is the instantaneous diameter of the grains, and
D is the diameter at t = 0.
o
Grain growth will then continue in principle until
the piece becomes a single crystal. This, of course, is
not observed. There exist a limiting grain size which a
number of investigators have demonstrated to be a result
of second phase inclusions.
The reason for this is that a grain boundary has
difficulty migrating past an inclusion, because an area of
boundary equal to the cross-sectional area of the
inclusion must be formed in the boundary on the far side
of the inclusion. The surface energy of this area of
boundary must be provided by a decrease in the area for




The ultimate grain size will be controlled by the
total impeding effect of all the inclusions in the piece.
Thus/ the final grain size D f will be smaller the greater
the volume fraction of inclusions. It will also be
smaller the greater the number of inclusions/ so a given
volume fraction of inclusions will be least effective when
the inclusions are large. Ultimate grain size will be




where D f is the limiting grain size/ d is the average
inclusion diamter/ and f is the volume fraction of
inclusions in the specimen.
As mentioned previously and from equations (4.12) and
(4.13)/ finer-particle size powder can be sintered more
rapidly and at a lower temperature than coarser powder.
Not apparent in the equation/ but highly important to the
final properties/ are the uniformity of particle packing/
the particle shape/ and the particle size distribution.
If particle packing is not uniform in the greenware
(unfired ceramic piece)/ it will be very difficult to
eliminate all the porosity during sintering.
Particle shape is also important. Too high a
concentration of elongated or flattened particles can
result in bridging during forming/ producing a large or
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irregularly shaped pore that is difficult to remove during
sintering. Particle size distribution is also critical.
Particles that are all of one size do not pack
efficiently/ they form compacts with large pores and a
high volume percentage of porosity.
4.3 Sintered Sic
Returning now to the two ceramic materials being
analyzed/ SiC has two crystallographic forms, 8-SiC the
low temperature form ; which is stable to roughly 2000 C
having a cubic structure/ and the high temperature form
a-SiC consisting of a number of hexagonal polytypes.
Until recently/ fully dense SiC could be fabricated
only by hot pressing using densif ication aids such as
boron/ B and aluminum/ Al. Pressureless sintering of SiC
was first reported by Prochazka in 1973. In this work/
high purity 8-SiC with a high surface area was sintered to
greater than 95 percent theoretical density at 1950 -
2100 C. Simultaneous additions of 0.3 percent B and 0.5
percent carbon/ C proved most effective in promoting
sintering. Microstructurally / a problem developed
resulting from sintering at temperatures near the 8 to a
(phase) transition. During sintering, if a -SiC grains
were nucleated/ or if seed a -sic grains were in the raw
materials/ these grains would undergo exaggerated grain
growth of a -SiC up to 100 um in length as compared to the
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average grain size of 10 um (35, 36). To minimize the
phase change and grain growth/ careful control of the
entire processing sequence including raw material phase
purity/ levels of B and C, sintering temperature and
atmosphere became essential.
A more economical procedure was developed by Coppola
and McMurty. They successfully sintered a-SiC/ again
employing simultaneous additions of B and C. The distinct
advantage of sintering a-SiC is that this material avoids
the phase change problems of sintered a-SiC since it is
already in the a-SiC form. Due to the inherent cost
advantages of the a-SiC sintering process and its
subsequent greater strength characteristics compared to
B-SiC/ a-SiC will be the material selected for comparison
to sintered Si^N..
Extending the figure of merit scheme introduced in
Chapter 2 to sintered Si-N. and SiC/ Table 4.2 was
devoloped from the results of the elimination process
detailed thus far in this chapter/ together with the
conclusions to be made in the subsequent sections of this
chapter.
4.4 Strength Comparison of Sintered Si -N. and SiC
The strength comparison between sintered Si,N. and




WEIGHTING S:LC Si 3 N'4
PARAMETER FACTOR RATING VALUE RATING VALUE
Strength 10 2 20 1 10
Corrosion 10 2 20 1 10
Resistance
Thermal Shock 7 1 7 2 14
Thermal 7 1 7 2 14
Conductivity
Fabricability 10 1.5 15 1.5 15




TABLE 4.2: FIGURE OF MERIT FOR CERAMIC MATERIALS
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illustrates that a-SiC strength increases slightly from
room temperature to 1380 C. In contrast/ a sharp loss in
strength was observed in sintered Si~N. above 1000 C. The
strength loss in sintered Si-N. at high temperature is
attributed to a grain boundary glassy phase which is
retained during cooling from the sintering temperature.
This grain boundary phase softened at high temperature,
leading to a loss in strength. The fracture mode of SiC
is transgranular from room temperature to 1500 C (34).
The strength of sintered Si,N. and SiC is not signifi-
cantly affected by exposure to hot combustion gases at
1100 C for up to 25 hours. The tests were conducted at
three atmospheres pressure, 152 meters/second velocity
using No. 2 diesel oil with a sulfur content of 0.35 weight
percent (maximum) and carbon residue of 0.2 weight percent
(maximum) (37).
On the basis of Figure 4.6 and the data researched to
produce Table 4.6, the ratings of Si-N. and SiC for the
material strength characteristic are listed in Table 4.2.
4.5 Corrosion and Oxidation of Sintered Si - N. and SiC
Corrosion and oxidation resistance data for sintered
Si_N. and SiC are numerous and fairly well understood (28,
37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42). Cyclic oxidation tests consis-
ting of one hour of testing at 1380 C in air followed by
cooling to room temperature for 20 minutes for a 90 hour
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period indicated that the oxidation resistance of sintered
a-SiC is better than sintered Si-N. (24). Figure 4.7
clearly illustrates the far superior oxidation resistance
of sintered ct-SiC compared to two different manufacturer's
sintered Si^N4 . Figure 4.8 shows the average weight
change for Si^N. and SiC as a function of corrosion time
at 1100 C/ 3 atmospheres pressure. Both specimens lost
weight with time linearly with Si-N. losing more weight
than SiC (37/ 39). The Si-N4 specimens lost weight with
time almost linearly and this weight loss can be expressed





= 0.33 - 0.0134 t (4.17)
where R is in microns/ and t is the exposure time in
hours. The average surface erosion for silicon carbide is
represented by
R(SiC) = 0.022 - 0.0292 t (4.18)
where R is the average surface erosion in microns, and t
is the exposure time at 1100 C in hours.
Additional testing of Si-N4 and SiC subjected to hot
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5 ppm sodium; 2 ppm vanadium/ 0.6 ppm magnesium, and 0.5
weight percent sulfur added to No. 2 diesel fuel produced
results indicating that the magnitude of corrosion attack
using this fuel is about equal to clean fuel corrosion
attack data. No compounds of sodium, vanadium, or sulfur
were found in the surface deposits of the Si~N4 and Sic
samples (37).
The effects of vanadium contamination on Si-N„ and
3 4
SiC were analyzed under normal engine conditions.
Vanadium oxidizes to vanadium pentoxide (V O ) and enters
the regenerator in a gaseous or condensed form from the
combustion cylinder depending on temperature or
concentration. The literature indicates that with 100 ppm
vanadium contamination, all V^O, is found to be in the
gaseous state for temperatures above 700 C (38). To test
this result, experiments using No. 2 diesel fuel with 100
ppm vanadium, and 0.5 weight percent sulfur added at
1100 C, 3 atmospheres to Si-N. and SiC samples were
conducted (37). The results indicated no compounds of
vanadium or sulfur were detected in the Si~N. or SiC
samples. Additional testing of high velocity exhaust
gases on the surface oxide layer which eroded away as it
is formed indicated that this simultaneous corrosion-
erosion attack at 1100 C is extremely small. The average
surface erosion after 250 hours of exposure at 1100 is
only 2.3 urn for SiC and 3 urn for S1-.N..
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The apparent oxidation resistance advantage of Sic to
Si-N. accounts for the figure of merit ratings given to
SiC and Si~N. in Table 4.2. It should be noted that from
the references cited/ the corrosion resistance behavior of
Si-N. and SiC are quite similar with SiC having slightly
better performance characteristics under normal engine
operating conditions.
The normal excellent oxidation resistance of SiC
depends on the formation of a thin, self-healing, passive
SiO
?
scale on all exposed surfaces. Many investigators
have been concerned with various aspects of this
passivation phenomenon/ e.g./ the kinetics and mechanism
of oxidation and the microstructure of the SiO_ layer.
Under certain conditions/ however these materials can show
other modes of behavior; e.g./ accelerated corrosion in
the presence of basic oxides or active oxidation or loss
by SiO gasification when exposed to low ambient partial
pressures of oxygen. Figure 4.9 summarizes schematically
the different types of behavior that maybe exhibited by
SiC in a variety of gas-salt environments at temperatures
near 1200°C.
At high oxygen partial pressures/ passive oxidation




(g) * 2Si0 2 (s) + 2C0(g) (4.19)
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The formation of the SiO~ layer on the SiC surface is
accompanied by the evolution of gaseous CO or CO- which
may cause pores to develop in the growing silica scale.
Oxygen diffuses through this silica oxide scale to the SiC
surface. But/ as the protective coating of Si0~ thickens,
the oxidation process slows down. Therefore, the
stability of this oxide layer and its effect on the
further oxidation of the silicon carbide surface become
important considerations in the application of SiC
ceramics to high temperature environments.
The model used for the oxidation of SiC is that




+ Ax = B(t + s
)
(4.21)
in which the oxide thickness, x, is a function of
oxidation time, with temperature incorporated into the
constants A, B, and t. In the limit of long oxidation
times, which result in thick oxide layes, equation (4.21)
yields the parabolic law of oxidation growth
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x = Bt (4.22)
and since B is proportional to the diffusion coefficient
of 0~ through SiO ?/ the parabolic growth region is
governed by the diffusion of 0- through the oxide (28, 33/
34, 39).
Solving equation (2.21) for x yields





For small values of t, equation (4.23) can be approximated
by
x = (t + x) (4.24)
where B/A is proportional to the chemical-surface reaction
rate constant. A relationship of this type indicates that
the oxidation products formed during heating offer no
resistance to the diffusion of the oxidizing gas toward
the SiC surface. This is probably attributed to a porous
oxide layer for small values of time. Figure 4.10
illustrates that for oxide thicknesses of greater than
2500 A , the oxidation rate curves have a slope of 1/2
while below 2500 A , the curves increase in slope, tending
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On a weight gained basis/ the oxidation of SiC in air
also exhibits a parabolic behavior. Classical parabolic




= k t (4.25)
where W-'is- the weight gain after time, t, and k is the
P
parabolic rate constant for oxidation. From a plot of
weight gain versus the square root of time/ Figure 4.11
illustrates that parabolic oxidation behavior is observed.
Note that as the oxidizing air temperature increases/ so
does the weight gain.
Similar results were obtained for corresponding
higher oxidation temperatures in an 0~ atmosphere in a gas
stream velocity of 0.6 m/sec (Figure 4.12). With a rise
in temperature/ the kinetic relationship changes from
linear to quadratic. At temperatures between 1647 and
1697 C/ a parabolic oxidation law is observed/ which is
typical for the case of formation of a continuous/
non-porous oxide film firmly adhering to the starting
substance and having a molecular volume greater than that
of the starting substance. Parabolic rate constants for
the oxidation of SiC in static air are listed in Table
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1200 7.08 x 10~ 15
1350 5.09 x 10~ 14
1500 7.64 x 10" 13
TABLE 4.3: OXIDATION RATE CONSTANTS
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Table 4.4 which is taken from reference (42) which show
the oxidation rate constant as a function of time and
temperature for various oxidizing atmospheres. Where
g = 4.98 x 10" 3 t* 31 for T = 1497° C




T = 1647° C
where g is the weight change and t the oxidation time.
As may be expected/ any impurities in the raw
material base for SiC have detrimental effects on the
oxidation rate of SiC. The impurities lower the viscosity
of the layer, thereby causing an increased amount of
oxidant to cross the layer to the silicon carbide base.
As detailed in Figure 4.9/ active oxidation of SiC
may also occur if the partial pressure of oxygen is
sufficiently low. The active oxidation of SiC at low
oxygen partial pressures occur according to the following
equations:
SiC(s) +
2 (g) + SiO(g) + CO(g) (4.26)
SiC(s) + 2Si0
2
(s) -> 3SiO(g) + CO(g) (4.27)
Though there is some disagreement about the details
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mode of reaction is initiated at any temperature when the
ambient oxygen partial pressure or chemical potential/ PO^
at the SiC surface falls below a critical value determined
by the thermodynamic equilibra at the SiO^-SiC interface.
Experimental values for the critical active-passive
transition pressure at temperatures in excess of 1100 C
have been determined by Gulbransen and Jansson (28) and
are shown by the solid line of Figure 4.13. In tabular
form, the values of P_._(eg) and PO~, . for variousSiO r 2(max)
temperature values are shown in Table 2.5. However/ since
oxygen pressures encountered in the new engine exhaust are
higher than the values of PO~, * of Figure 4.13 andr 2 ( ma x ) '
Table 4.5/ a stable SiO
?
(s) layer will be maintained on
the surfaces of the SiC regenerator. Note that any SiO(g)
formed at the SiC (s J-SiO^ (s ) interface will diffuse
outwards through the pores and fissures in the surface
oxide layers and will be oxidized to Si0 2 (s) by the







One final statement about the oxidation of SiC is
that active oxidation always results in a weight loss of
SiC by the formation of SiO(g) and C0(g) according to
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oxidation results in a weight gain of the Sic material due
to the formation of Si0 2 (s) according to equations (4.19)
and (4.20).
4.6 Thermal Shock Comparison of Sintered Si
.,
N. and SiC
As mentioned in Chapter 3, thermal shock comparisons
for the regenerator of the new engine are made using the R
and R' parameters which best represent the steady heat
flux conditions expected to be experienced by the
regenerator. An examination of Table 4.6 using typical
material property data for sintered Si^N. and a-SiC
indicate that Si~N4 is better suited for the largest AT
allowed for steady heat flow while the a-SiC material is
better suited under conditions of maximum heat flux for
steady flow. Due to this inconclusive result/ the value
of strain tolerance/ cj/E/ was computed for each material
and the linear coefficient of thermal expansion of both
materials was also compared. These comparisons were made
for the new cycle/ because maximum efficiency of the
heat-regenerator operation has been shown to be achieved
through a thin walled matrix/ where the fracture strength
and strain tolerance are high and the linear coefficient
of thermal expansion is at a minimum (14). The thermal
shock parameter value/ the strain tolerance value and the
linear coefficient of thermal expansion advantages of














































































figure of merit rating assigned to each of the materials
in Table 4.2.
4.7 Thermal Conductivity Comparison of Sintered Si -,N. and Sic
The thermal conductivity values of sinterd Si^N. and
SiC at 1200 C are approximately 0.027 cal/cm-sec- C and
0.06 cal/cm-sec - C, respectively. Figures 4.14 and 4.15
(20) illustrate the thermal conductivity values for SiC
and Si-jN. as a function of temperature. The curves of
Figures 4.14 and 4.15 illustrate tendencies identical to
equation (3.6). Based upon the data stated in this
paragraph and the desirability of having a ceramic
material with a low thermal conductivity value/ the figure
of merit ratings for Si~N. and SiC are assigned as shown
in Table 4.2 for the thermal conductivity parameter.
4.8 Fabricability of Sintered Si
^
N. and SiC
The differences between fabricating a regenerator
made from Si-N. material versus a SiC material are
minimal. Since both materials have starting powders
consisting primarily of high purity silicon powder of
greater than 98.5 percent/ the major difference between
the two materials in terms of fabricability/ is the
sintering aids required and length of sintering. Si^N.
requires fine yttrium oxide powder (5 urn average) at a























































FIGURE 4.15: THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF Si-jN.
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33.27 g/cm (97 percent of theoretical). Densif ica tion is
by liquid phase sintering and is carried out in a nitrogen
atmosphere at temperatures between 1800 -1925 C for four
hours. On the other hand/ SiC requires 0.5 weight percent
boron and 3 weight percent carbon to obtain a density of
33.08 g/cm (96 percent of theoretical). Densif ication is
by solid state sintering and is conducted in an argon
atmosphere at temperatures of about 2000 C for one half
hour. From this comparison, the fabricabili ty of sintered
Si^N. and SiC into the required regenerator shape and
design are similar. This accounts for the identical
figure of merit values for fabricability given to both
ceramic materials in Table 4.2.
4.9 Cost Comparison of Sintered Si -N. and SiC
A direct cost comparison between sintered Si-N. and
sintered SiC could not be found in the literature.
However, on the basis of raw material, fabrication,
sintering and machining comparisons, it appears that the
cost for production of a Si-N. regenerator is about equal
to the cost incurred by the production of a SiC
regenerator. If however, the Si^N. regenerator is treated
by additional process steps to improve its strength and
oxidation characteristics to make it comparable to the SiC
regenerator, the cost of the Si-N. regenerator may be
significantly increased (21). Process steps such as
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chemical vapor deposit (CVD) to increase the resistance to
oxidation and chemical attack, and post-heat treatment to
increase the strength of the Si^N. regenerator are two
process steps currently under investigation. The
literature however does not detail quantitatively the
costs of these two processing steps, therefore, the figure
of merit values for cost for sintered Si 3 N. and sintered
SiC are assumed to be equal as in Table 4.2. This
assumption is made with the knowledge that sintered SiC
probably has a slight cost advantage compared to sintered




MANUFACTURING AND FABRICATING PROCESS
5.1 Introduction
The properties of ceramic materials can be influenced
by the processing technique utilized to a greater degree
than most other materials. Metal alloys are manufactured
by several companies to established specifications/ and it
makes little difference to the user who the manufacturer
might have been. In the ceramic industry however no such
system exists. A sampling of property data from manufac-
turers of similar ceramic materials reveal that there are
no two compositions having identical properties and the
major reason for this difference is due to differences in
the processing techniques used by each manufacturer which
in turn affects the properties of the final product.
Though there are a wide variety of ceramic
fabrication processes/ the basic steps of each of the
ceramic fabrication processes are similar. Figure 5.1 is
a simplified representation of the major steps. Both MAS
and a -sic ceramic materials follow the basic steps
outlined in Figure 5.1. To provide the necessary detail
and to avoid confusion/ each ceramic material selected for






















As mentioned previously/ the properties of a ceramic
material are attributable to specific events in the
component's processing history/ extending from powder
synthesis through all the handling steps to the final
consolidation into a densified part. To achieve the
desired level of property reliability requires that the
starting powders fulfill both physical and chemical
characteristics. The physical requirements include
fineness/ homogeneity (single-phase)/ narrow size
distribution/ non-agglomerated/ and equiaxed shape.
There are currently two sources of SiC powders
meeting all or most of these physical requirements. One
source is the Carborundum Company (43)/ the other source
is the SiC powder produced by the Department of Materials
Science and Engineering at Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (44, 45). The Carborundum Company produces a
6H silicon carbide powder of 99.5 percent SiC purity with
an average particle size of 0.4 microns and surface area
2
of 12.3 m /gm. The impurities contained are as follows in
ppm: oxygen (3300), Fe (100), V (40), Se (20), Ti (20),
Mg (9), Cu (6), free C (2400) and free Si (2500). The SiC
powder developed at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology is synthesized from CO- laser heated gas phase
reactions having mean diameters of 0.02 to 0.05 urn with a
standard deviation of about 25 percent of the mean
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diameter. The major impurity contained in the powder in
ppm by weight is
2
at 3,300 to 13,000.
5.2.1 Raw Material Preparation of SiC
With the selection of either one of these SiC
powders, the fabrication processes of Figure 5.1 can
commence. The silicon carbide powder with its required
additives (Section 5.2.5) are mixed in a ball mill jar in
the wet condition. A ball mill, shown in Figure 5.2, is a
steel cylinder rotating at a relatively low speed, lined
with porcelain or aluminum blocks and is usually half full
of procelain or alumina balls. As the mill rotates, the
balls roll over one another in the lower portion of the
mill, creating a high shear force on the grains of ceramic
material between the balls. The result of this mixing is
a fine-grained homogeneous mixture. Since silicon carbide
is mixed in the wet condition during milling, filtering
the water out by either filter presses or vacuum filters
is required prior to forming by extrusion. The silicon
carbide mixture is also passed through fine screens to
remove unmilled and foreign material, and is further
processed through a magnetic separator to remove any
unwanted iron particles.
5.2.2 Forming the SiC Regenerator
At this point in the ceramic fabrication process, the




FIGURE 5.2: BALL MILL
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production into the desired shape. The choice of which
forming method to use depends upon several factors. The
most important factor in fabricating a regenerator is the
size and shape constraints imposed by the flow passage
geometry selected for the regenerator. Table 5.1
summarizes the major forming processes. A review of these
forming processes leads to the conclusion that only the
tape forming techniques known as corrugating and embossing
along with the plastic forming technique of extrusion are
capable of producing the required regenerator passage
geometry tolerances.
The corrugated process dates back to the early 1950's
and is well developed. See Figure 5.3 for a pictoral
description of this process. For this process/ variations
in corrugating roll pressure/ winding tension and
shrinkages during firing can produce significant
discrepancies in cell geometry. Due to this resulting
cell non-uniformity and because researchers at NASA/FORD
(4/ 8/ 15) have shown that cell non-uniformity results in
serious performance losses/ the corrugating process was
eliminated as a possible forming process.
The embossing technique consists of forming ribbed
tape by either extruding or calendering a flat ceramic
sheet which is then embossed or wrapped around a mandrel
to produce a rectangular passage regenerator as

















TABLE 5.1: MAJOR TECHNIQUES FOR POWDER
CONSOLIDATION AND SHAPE FORMING
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FIGURE 5.3: TYPICAL COATED PAPER WRAPPING OPERATION
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FIGURE 5.4: TYPICAL CALENDERING OPERATION
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embossing thin wall matrices is filling the groove in the
embossing roll to obtain uniform fin height with a very
thin rib. The embossed tape is susceptible to buckling of
either the rib or back web if the rib is too high/ which
ultimately leads to cell non-uniformities and subsequent
uneven flow distribution into the matrix and a loss in
performance. The likelihood of producing non-uniform
cells throughout the regenerator matrix caused the
elimination of the embossing process as a feasible forming
process for a SiC regenerator.
In the extrusion process/ Figure 5.5/ a die can be
machined to form a variety of passage geometries such as
the square or isosceles triangular cell shapes, which have
proved to have desirable performance characteristics
(discussion in Chapter 6). The major advantage of the
extrusion process is the ability of the extruder to yield
the most uniform cell geometry and wall thickness/
resulting in more efficient flow passages throughout the
regenerator. The extrusion process requires the most
development (and is currently the subject of the greatest
developmental effort) since the process was developed only
ten years ago. Analytical results conducted by NASA/FORD
concluded that the better quality of the extruded
structure compared to an embossed matrix would provide a 2
percent gain in regenerator effectiveness (8). Through











FIGURE 5.5: TYPICAL EXTRUSION OPERATION FOR
FABRICATING A CERAMIC REGENERATOR
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automotive catalyst substrates/ which have proved highly
successful/ and because of the inherent superior cell
uniformity of this process/ the extrusion process was
selected as the forming process best suited to meet the
needs and requirements of the new cycle regenerator.
5.2.3 Drying
Products made by wet processes such as extrusion
usually contain from 5 to 20 percent by weight of water
which must be removed before sintering. Although it is a
simple process/ drying does contain many pitfalls which
will affect the material properties of the ceramic
regenerator. Since water can be evaporated only from the
surface/ the rate of water removal from the surface must
be equal to or greater than the rate of water migration
from the interior regions of the regenerator to the
surface. Warping and cracking will result if this drying
is not done properly (46, 47). Periods of air drying are
often utilized prior to entering the drying ovens, and
humidity controls are often employed. The operation and
tendencies of such a drying scheme is illustrated in
Figure 5.6.
5.2.4 Machining
Another important operation performed before























































hard after sintering and require machining by diamond
grinding if performed, it is more economical to machine
the ceramic article in the unfired or "green" state if at
all possible. As a general rule, dimensional tolerances
can be maintained no closer than one percent by "green"
machining of those ceramic materials having normal
sintering shrinkage. The literature does not address
whether SiC regenerator matrices are machined prior to
sintering. However/ due to the intricate passage geometry
envisioned for the regenerator matrix, and due to the very
small dimensions of the passages, it is highly unlikely
that "green" machining will be performed on the SiC matrix
prior to sintering, except possibly on the outer
extremities of the matrix.
5.2.5 Sintering of SiC
In additon to the general comments stated in Section
4.2, there are many specific details required for the
sintering of a-SiC. Experimental work has shown that the
cessation of densif ication in SiC is strongly impurity
dependent and that oxygen and elemental silicon are the
main contributing factors. Powders with low oxygen
content invariably exhibit more densif ication than powders
rich in oxygen. Carbon, C, is required as a sintering aid
for a-SiC for deoxiding and desiliconizing according to





+ 3C = SiC + 2C0 (5.1)
Si + C = SiC (5.2)
It might be expected that the reaction
SiC + 2Si0
2
= 3SiO + CO (5.3)
would be sufficient to deoxide the system without the




+ 2SiC = 3Si + 2CO (5.4)
forms silicon which also inhibits sintering. Thus ; carbon
is necessary to deoxidize and desiliconize the SiC system
while at the same time increasing the effective surfce
energy, Y_v , of the a-siC particles by the cleansing
action of equations (5.1) and (5.2).
Boron, B, is also required as a sintering aid in
a
-SiC. Boron is required to reduce the grain boundary
energy of the a-SiC particles by diffusing into the grain
boundary, thereby reducing the grain boundary energy, Y GB -
This reducton of Y__ and increase of Y e , r causes the grainGo o V
boundary to surface energy ratio, Y __/y „..., to fall below a
critical value, which allows for the formation and
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extension of grain boundaries leading to sintering of the
a-SiC particles (34/ 48, 49, 50).
Boron is best added in elemental form and carbon in
solution as an organic decomposable substance during raw
material preparation and mixing. The literature indicates
that to attain high density pressureless sintered a-SiC,
0.5 weight percent B with 3 weight percent C sintered at
2060 C for 30 minutes in an argon atmosphere results in a
3density of 3.08 g/cm or 96 percent theoretical (36). The
resulting grain sizes are generally 1-5 urn with occasional
10 um grains.
Fluctuations in the boron and carbon concentrations
mentioned above are detrimental to the proper sintering of
a-SiC. Though increasing the carbon content results in a
smaller grain size, the additional carbon concentration
may create larger pore sizes. Higher concentrations of
boron result in a coarsening in the grains. The resulting
microstructure of a boron rich mixture is very inhomo-
geneous, with elongated grains up to 40 um for a boron
content of 2.4 weight percent. The large increase in
grain size and the high local concentration of boron
indicate a liquid phase sintering process as a
densif ication process rather than the normal solid state
densif ication process (36). Higher sintering temperatures
likewise increase grain size (43).
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5.2.6 Finish Machining and Inspection
Since close dimensional control of the regenerator
matrix is a must in the new cycle design, finish machining
will be required. Wet grinding using diamond-impregnated
metal wheels is the conventional technique. It is
envisioned that the tolerances and dimensions of the
regenerator matrix will require the diamond grinding
operation to be automated with machined tolerances of less
than 0.001 inch the norm while using high volume
centerless diamond grinding.
The inspection process is required in all the steps
of the fabrication process as outlined in Figure 5.1 to
produce a good quality silicon carbide regenerator matrix.
One of the most critical quality control steps in the
process, is the forming operation of extrusion. It is
imperative that the density of the unfired product at the
forming step be sufficiently large to adequately control
the final dimensions of the regenerator. The "green"
density of the SiC regenerator must be greater than 50
percent or 1.605 g/cm to ensure that the final density be
greater than 95 percent and to prevent the possibility of
excess shrinkage, leading to an undersized regenerator.
Other difficulties encountered during the forming step are
the formation of cracks, internal flaws, voids and
contamination from the extruder die.
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The measuring and testing of the Sic regenerator will
likely be performed immediately after sintering. Evalu-
ation of the SiC regenerator will be performed on a
statistical basis/ following the procedures documented in
references (54) and (55). It is expected that quality
levels of 99 percent of acceptable product yield can be




MAS has three possible raw material selections. They
are raw mineral/ calcined mineral and glass frit. The
typical MAS raw material preparation would include
weighing and mixing of high purity talcs, clays and
aluminum oxide. In a calcining process, the batch is
heated between 500 to 1000 C for a short period to remove












Kaolin Clay Meta kaolin














Some calcining is performed at 1000 C to convert some meta













meta kaolin mullite cristobalite
Figure 5.7 is a simplistic description of the steps
required for the three different raw materials, from
selection of the raw material to the finished product.
The calcining process is selected primarily for its
distinct advantage of reducing the firing shrinkage while
still maintaining a high chemical reactivity during
sintering which is associated with using clays and talc.
Though mineral MAS is 10 percent cheaper to produce than
calcined or frit MAS/ calcined MAS is selectd due to its
distinct shrinkage advantage.
5.3.1 Forming the MAS Regenerator
Upon completion of mixing the calcined MAS raw
materials/ the homogeneous mixture undergoes a water
removal process and filtering process to remove foreign
material/ exactly like the a-siC raw material.
The calcined MAS material is now ready for
consolidation and forming using the extrusion process
















































FIGURE 5.7: MAS MANUFACTURING PROCESS STEPS
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5.3.2. Drying and Sintering the MAS Regenerator
Matrix firing commences by the removal of organic
material at low kiln temperatures and culminates in
chemical reactions occuring at high temperatures which
yield the desired matrix properties. Maximum firing
temperatures for calcined MAS is 1425 C. There are
currently two types of kilns used to fire the "green"
matrix/ tunnel or periodic. For most high volume firing
applications/ the tunnel kiln is desired.
5.3.3 Finish Machining and Inspection







An optimum ceramic regenerator design requires an
effective compromise between thermal and mechanical stress
capabilities combined with aero-thermodynamic performance
potential. Aerothermodynamic performance properties
measure the ability of the regenerator to transfer heat
effectively to and from the working fluids, to store heat
in the regenerator with little conductance loss and to
perform these functions with a minimum fluid pressure drop
across the regenerator.
6.2 Aero-thermodynamic Analysis
A measure of the heat transfer characteristics is the
Colburn Number, J, and the Fanning Friction Factor, F,
which indicate the pressure drop characteristics of the
regenerator. Both dimensionless parameters are functions
of Reynold's Number, Re, for a given regenerator geometry





P = C, Re Xl (6.2)
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where C, is the Fanning Friction Factor constant for
laminar flow, C^ is the Colburn Number constant for
laminar flow, x the Reynold's number exponent for Fanning
Friction Factor, and x ? the Reynold's number exponent for
the Colburn Number.
Since erroneous estimates of the fin parameters such
as open area ratio, a , and hydraulic diameter, DH , can
introduce significant discrepancies into the J and F
curves, an alternate set of heat transfer and pressure
drop characteristics which eliminate the necessity of
estimating fin parameters was derived. The alternate
characteristics allow a direct comparison of test data
from different sources, since a universal method of
determining pertinent fin parameters is non-existent at
P
this time. The alternate pressure drop, (AP • =-) , and heat
NTU




















C = 3.56 x 10
-9
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W - air mass flow rate kg/sec (Ibm/sec)
A.
matrix pressure drop KPa (psi)
fluid pressure KPa (psia)






matrix frontal area m (ft )
open area ratio
hydraulic diameter cmn (in)
by definition is the number of heat transfer
units (determined from the maximum slope of the




Once constants C and A have been determined from the
equation of the line for the alternate performance
characteristics/ the pertinent constants C, and C^ for the
basic performance characteristics can be determined from
the estimated values of a and DH
.
6.3 Passage Geometries Analyzed
Five different passage geometrices were analyzed.
Figure 6.1 illustrates the different passage geometries
and associated dimensions.
Initial experimental results among sinusoidal/ square
and isosceles triangular passage geometices indicated that
for a fixed sized regenerator / the isosceles triangle was
the best of the three geometries based upon a gross
measure of the overall fin efficiency defined as the ratio
of J/F = C
2
/C, (4). The alternate performance
characteristics which allows for a direct comparison of
these fin geometries for a fixed regenerator size at
identical flow conditions with the wall thickness and
sample uniformity factored in/ illustrated the importance
of minimizing the wall material thickness (4). It has
been determined that extremely thin wall thicknesses
compensate for a lower heat transfer characteristic which
produce slightly better heat transfer effectiveness with a
significantly lower pressure drop (15).
Researchers at the Ford Motor Company have determined
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given regenerator size and flow conditions/ passage
geometry/ material thickness and limitations of the method
of fabrication must be considered. By using the alternate
heat transfer/ A, and pressure drop/ C, parameters/ these
factors are accounted for in matrices fabricated from
existing tooling. To select the most efficient fin shape,
the heat transfer, J, and pressure drop, F ; characteris-
tics are used since the wall thicknesses of the matrices
are factored out.
This is the procedure followed and presented in
Figure 6.2 which is based upon the actual openings of the
fin configuration with the material wall thickness
factored out. Table 6.1, the data for Figure 6.2 clearly
illustrates the effectiveness of the isosceles triangle
compared to the sinusoidal, square and rectangular
geometries. The matrices listed are representative of
each passage geometry. Figure 6.3 and Table 6.2, the data
for Figure 6.3, provide for direct comparison of existing
fin geometries for a fixed regenerator size at identical
flow conditions with the material wall thickness factored
in. In both comparisons, the isosceles triangle passage
geometry produces the most effective aero-thermodynamic
characteristics.
However, investigators at Sanford University have
concluded, that theoretically, the performance
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significantly better than those of the equilateral
triangular passage (51). By comparing Figures 6.4 and
6.5/ which describe the design equations for the hexagonal
and circular passages/ respectively/ an approximate gross
overall fin efficiency ratio J/F of both geometrices can
be calculated. From the data presented in Figures 6.4 and
6.5/ the circular passage seems to be more desirable when
the analysis is performed on an aero-thermodynamic basis.
However/ the analysis which produced Figures 6.4 and 6.5
did not deal with:
1. Increased friction due to gross blockage of some
flow passages.
2. Non-uniform flow distribution between adjacent
passages due to passage-to-passage flow area
non-uniformi ties
.
3. Influence of cusped passages on the surface
characteristics of circular tube matrices.
After consideration of the passage cross-sectional
geometry and non-uniformities / passage blockage/ influence
of cusp passages and influence of passage length/ it was
concluded that the hexagonal passage characteristics
provide more reliable results compared to the circular
passage geometry. The major disadvantage of the circular
passage geometry is due to the virtually blocked flow
through the cusp passages (see Figure 6.1)/ which clearly
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Table 6.3 compares the data of references (4), (8), (51) and
(52).
Though the researchers at Sanford University
theoretically believed the performance characteristics of
hexagonal and circular passages are better than those of
equilateral triangular passages/ the results of Table 6.3
clearly indicate that by changing the shape of the
triangular passage to an isosceles shape, the resulting
aero-thermodynamic characteristics of the isosceles
triangular passage is more efficient than either the
hexagonal or circular shaped passages. Another possible
explanation for the discrepancy detailed in reference
(51)/ which concluded that the hexagonal passage matrix
has significant advantages relative to the currently used
triangular passage matrices may be due simply to when the
analysis was performed. Shah and London (51) compared
their hexagonal design coded 519 and analyzed in 1973 to a
triangular design (52) analyzed in 1970. In other words,
the triangular designs of reference (52) being at least
three years older than the hexagonal designs of reference
(51), probably utilized older manufacturing processes
resulting in greater matrix non-uniformity/ therefore
lower overall fin efficiencies, J/F. On the other hand,
the Ford Motor Company researchers of references (4) and
(8) analyzed regenerator passage designs of the late
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•Data from numbered references.
TABLE 6.3: PASSAGE GEOMETRY COMPARISON
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researchers analyzed the aero-thermodynamics character-
istics of various matrix passage geometrices from various
manufacturers using state-of-the-art processing tech-
niques/ thereby avoiding the inconsistency of comparing
older technologically produced matrices to state-of-the-
art produced matrices. NASA/FORD researches concluded
that the isosceles triangle geometry performed better than
all other designs illustrated in Figure 6.1 on an aero-
thermodynamic basis comparing either the overall fin
efficiency ratio/ J/F/ or the alternative efficiency
ratio/ A/C.
6.4 Passage Geometry Selection
From the data compiled in Table 6.3 and from the
aero-thermodynamic analysis presentd in Figures 6.2/ 6.3/
6.4/ and 6.5/ the isosceles triangular passage design is
selected as the most effective and most suitable design






As mentioned in the introduction/ the emergence of
low-cost high-temperature capable ceramic materials have
the potential to greatly increase the operating tempera-
tures of diesel and spark ignition engines and subse-
quently improving the fuel economy of these engines. But/
are the costs of fabricating a matrix regenerator made
from MAS or a-SiC less than the costs required for
fabricating the regenerator from a superalloy metal? The
following four sections will attempt to answer this
question.
^
7.2 Comparison of Raw Material Costs
Most ceramic products are made from low cost raw
materials/ and MAS and a-SiC are no exception. Even
though these two ceramic materials are higher in cost
relative to other ceramic materials/ as diagrammed in
Figure 1.6/ a-siC and MAS raw material costs are still far
less expensive than the raw material costs of superalloy
metals. Though Figure 1.6 does not compare MAS to a -SiC
or superalloy metals directly/ reference (43) states that
a MAS based regenerator is 30 to 40 percent less expensive
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to fabricate than an AS (mullite of Figure 1.6) based
regenerator. Therefore/ based upon raw material costs
alone/ MAS is the least expensive material per pound/
followed closely by a-siC/ and then superalloy metals/
which require the most expensive raw materials. If the
comparison between a-siC/ MAS and superalloy metals are
based on the cost per cubic inch of product/ the disparity
would be even more/ since the ceramic materials are less
than half the density of the metals.
7.3 Comparison of Raw Material Availability
Another interesting comparison made between ceramic
materials and superalloy metals which affects the costs of
each/ was presented by the Research and Development
Division/ of the Carborundum Company. At Carborundum
(56)/ a producer of a-siC, researchers state that their
company has the capacity to produce hundreds of thousands
of tons of a -SiC powder annually. On the other hand/ some
of the constituents/ needed to produce the superalloy
metals/ such as cobalt/ tungsten/ manganese/ nickel and
chromium/ are subject to government stock piling as they
are considered critical materials because they are
primarily the products of other countries. Therefore/ on
an availability basis/ which in turn affects the raw
material costs/ the ceramic raw materials of a-SiC and MAS
are more easily obtained for manufacture and processing/
than the raw materials required for superalloy metals.
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7.4 Comparison of Manufacturing Costs
Though a direct comparison of the manufacturing costs
derived from producing a regenerator from ceramics and
superalloy metals has not been made/ this comparison has
been conducted comparing the fabrication of gas turbine
blades made from ceramic and superalloy material (57). In
this comparison/ the cost savings obtained by the ceramic
blades was approximtely 40 percent the metal blades/ due
primarily to the elimination of the requirement for
extensive machining or grinding of the fired ceramic blade
and reduced casting/molding costs of the ceramic blade.
This same cost savings can be extended to ceramic and
superalloy metal regenerators. The savings attributed to
the grinding requirement is due to the ability of a
ceramic product made from a-SiC or MAS/ to be machined in
the "green" state as described in Section 3.5. This
ability greatly reduces the time required for grinding and
associated wearing of the grinding equipment. The high
casting/molding costs of the superalloy metal regenerator
are due to remelting/ casting/ and scrap losses inherent
in the processing of the super alloy metal regenerator
(6).
Extrusion of a-siC and MAS based regenerators have
indicated that die-costs for the soft a-SiC material will




7.5 Comparison of Total Costs
The comparison between ceramic and superalloy metals
costs on a per unit heat transfer area was not conducted
and information related to this comparison was not found.
However/ from the comparative analysis conducted in the
previous three sections/ it can be concluded that a
ceramic regenerator made of MAS or <*-SiC will be much
cheaper than a regenerator made from a superalloy metal.
The cost advantage of the ceramic regenerator are due to
the significantly lower costs required for the raw
material/ and casting and machining of the regenerator
compared to the superalloy metal. Figure 7.1 depicts the
cost breakdown of each material (6). Note that the
largest percentage cost for the ceramic material is
associated with the inspection and quality assurance
requirement for satisfactory production. This conclusion
was also made in Chapter 3/ when describing the general
fabrication and manufacturing steps required for a a-siC
and MAS regenerator (46). However/ Figure 7.1 fails to
compare the total cost on a per pound or per heat transfer
area basis between a ceramic and superalloy metal
regenerator.
When a comparison is made between the manufacturing
costs for a MAS and a a-SiC regenerator/ a definitive
conclusion cannot be made as to which ceramic material






















material costs are less than a-SiC/ but the forming
process costs for MAS are more than a-SiC. The most
likely conclusion that can be made is that/ on the basis
of raw material/ fabrication/ firing and machining costs,
it appears that a a-SiC regenerator can be readily mass







The requirements for a ceramic regenerator for use in
an engine have been established by numerous investigators.
The most desirable parameters of a ceramic regenerator
material are:
1. Strength at the working temperatures (both the
compressed air temperature and exhaust gas
temperature )
.
2. Good corrosion resistance at the working
temperatures
3. High thermal shock resistance.
4. Low thermal conductivity.
5. Ability to be fabricated into desired shape and
design
.
6. Economically competitive with existing
regenerator materials.
By comparative analysis/ among and between ceramics
and superalloy metals, the ceramic, magnesium aluminum
silicate (MAS), exhibits the best combination of the
thermal and mechanical properties desired for operating
temperatures up to 1200 C. On the other hand, for
operating temperatures above 1200 C and up to 1400 C,
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alpha-silicon carbide (a-siC) is selected as the ceramic
material possessing the optimum balance of the thermal and
mechanical properties required of the regenerator
envisioned for the new engine cycle.
8.2 MAS
The mechanical and thermal properties of MAS, the
ceramic material selected for operation for temperatures
up to 1200 C, are included in Table 8.1.
8.3 a-SiC
The mechanical and thermal properties of a-SiC, the
ceramic material selected for operation between 1200 C and
1400°C/ are included in Table 8.2. The «-sic powder
selected is Carborundum's Hexolog SA silicon carbide,
which is recommended by the company officials for smaller,
complex shapes which exactly characterizes the ceramic
regenerator proposed for the new engine design.
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PROPERTY UNITS ROOM TEMPERATURE
Density g/cc 2.51
Young's Modulus Mpsi (GPa) 1.01 (6.9)
Shear Modulus ksi (MPa) 7.0 (48.3)
Fracture Strength ksi (MPa) 1.61 (11.09)
Compressive Strength Psi (KPa) 97.4 (675)
Poisson ' s Ratio . 2
Flexural Strength Ksi (MPa) 16.0 (110.3)
Thermal Conductivity cal/cm» sec- °C .0026 (at 1200 °C)
Thermal Expansion 10~ 6/°C 1.55 (at 90°-1200°C)
Coefficient
Melting Point °C 1470
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